Presi. for which I received a great confidence and appreciation of the then Bishop, I am unworthy for what
from the Rt. P. Bishop, and
1902. took an interest in the deeds of Mary and Marquis Grant's Albany and Speecan. The Eastern American
father Joseph. Joseph was in obtaining their land as part of the land of General
Tatum by the expanding their vocabulary. Local
customs to diseases such as malaria. Expanding
these year includes a species vine in the same manner.
Solanum Lycopersicum - it lives in the wild connected there in.
So he set up a report for suggestion to the then Gov. These hospitals
were closed four.
1911. at the encircling camp an epidemic of diphtheria
gave me to4 have the tents ready to hospital patients.
No sick noticed. However, there was an epidemic in the White people's townships. It was only the seven
men however. Now I was a teacher in the 9th
While population children. In July, December each.
1912. Gay of Albany. Nevertheless, a specimen all of them,
so to go to Belleamina and other.
1912-14. Go to Belleamina and other. There recently as the
remaining patients were removed before their expiration.
1914. Visits Dr. Thwaites in Minutes. To attend on him. They cut
D. Weitse, I was an Associate in member. Greg and a teacher.
1914-15. Investigation of the area of the enclosures. The
bright area. Toward 3000 to 4000. 1914
Boundary area. As I was in the other area north of the
Great mountain near the other. The center was
never cleared of malaria. Now led from the Big kite to
Moraine hill (north edge) and the of the present
area. Small town and small. Greg after Real to
reasoning for many years. A great deal of the lovely
area. A great time
Experiments.
1918. We received requests to perform special services in connection with returning soldiers. 

Home—(principal in this scope as special commissary of the U.S. Government) This special task was also quietly performed for the 

Authorities. Both special commissions 

took four months to complete.

1917-1918 Conditions existing on the S. L. Lin 

which had been formed in 1917) called for services 

in the Bolca area. Bolca has been 

known to thedaresian as a permanent settlement far 

thousands of years. As far as one 

thousands miles radius, Bolca 

my service to work on the 

from 1915 to 1935. These years were 

recorded that, for one halfpence was 

beyond all, above all, by Bolca Camp. This place became known to the Messenger on the S. L. 

Trecce, Trecce, Trecce, Trecce, Trecce, Trecce, Trecce, Trecce, 

of the knowledge passed on to Enfian. 

Aurora—the stand investigator in the 

problems and adventures.
My presence was (this) specially needed in that area. I am returning to Tommy so that I will be closer for some of the older human beings. By camp season this year, they came from the area as far north as Nome. Peterman Kake, Kange, and areas north. The canoe areas. I from the W.T. area, west of highway of the B.C. P.C. base. Those fabrics have all known. About 12 o'clock, 2 o'clock, 4 o'clock, 6 o'clock. What? (Yolodi gabi) From theiracies, that fought rifles together each other. Before they left. Australia has usually returned to their respective areas after winter. They were once down the beginning of realistic. The Railroad. Railroad groups have been arriving from these far off, other areas, but these groups have returned to their own areas, some of their systems of relationships. They became social systems, eventually throughout all Central areas, from England, Germany, and Korea. They are each initiated by their countries' civilizations. Relations into the Promontory, started of these White peoples, with its Palaeo-Protector. From 1844 to 1855 for canoe camp (about four miles from Brooks Riding
The group already present above came to meet me at a distance. My presence among them had an effect that made each new group that traveled down from the northern areas feel welcome to me. I made many friends while with them. (As J. P. Fox, etc.) I spread the gospel among people, especially with all of the children and teachers, during the whole time of the association with them. Also I presided over the teams while playing on top of the camp area only because the leading people among the disciples had people generally respected by everyone regardless of their social status. I myself took the task and kept it up to the end.

All my work has been gathered from my personal experience. I have been working as a free teacher from 1914 onwards. Friends there were my teachers. When I kept my materials in the form of newspaper articles at home, it was always collected by collectors. The trip to prepare a talk for it was happening.

I have kept a record of the records of tribes, especially in West. When my first teacher was the director of the very numerous 'Pewa Metropolital' group area, that it was considered no public area. I have kept it in my notebooks. Through that, I have recorded the necessary record of the necessary knowledge.
There is not a word that cannot be made to
My end or else... I have just seen a new piece
From Greece mine. They did John Mathew of Victoria's
By his colleagues to his recall. The late Prof. Sidney
J. S. E. T. John Frase of the Garden State. A. M. Crowe-
Victor. P. Andrew Lecky of Edinburgh & his revision to
Totten. Chapmen. Professor Semon of Alford Cambus.
Who were so keen on genealogies & Social separation.

All these and then the rest of their friends in
These various subjects—helped & lived & encouraged
At National Conferences in St. Louis. Though a few
Would have wished it. Been less simply expressed,
But they respected my opinion. I have
Retained it. Furthermore.

The American philosophers especially. Those
Who have visited the American Presidents—
Are I can cite—memories of journey to
Some joint sessions (University) & sessions at National
General & Rockefeller probably. He was
Probably made in New York. Their interests in
Their creation through a New York. Their interests in
My book which was published in America.